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Pakistan Under Nawaz Sharif, 1990-1993, Trial of Democracy – 2 : Reportage, Comment, Analysis
/ Najam Sethi
Lahore: Vanguard Books (Pvt) Ltd., 2022
xxiv, 644p.
9789694026374
$ 75.00 / HB
932gm.
This is the second volume of a series of books by veteran journalist Najam Sethi on Pakistan's
sputtering journey under democracy from 1988 to 2021 after it emerged from a stifling decade of
autocracy under Z A Bhutto from 1972-1977 and ruthless dictatorship under General Zia ul Haq
from 1977 to 1988. In this collection of nearly 200 articles, reports, commentaries and analyses,
Sethi discusses a wide range of issues relating to state, society and government under the Nawaz
Sharif regime from 1990 to 1993. Among the many subjects covered are: mockery of justice and
judiciary under pressure; the "law of necessity"; state terrorism; humour in uniform; thinking
beyond Saddam; privatise or perish; cold war blues; Nawaz Sharif's options; freedom, fairness,
state and party; disintegration of the social contract; the rise of Nawaz Sharif; India's dangerous
legacies; waylaying the press; the price of press freedom and accountability; the "great game"
revisited; how the other half dies; US-Pak agenda for nuclear talks; art of stealing elections;
dialoguing with India; unravelling Afghanistan; grasping cynics and power plays in Islamabad;
Benazir Bhutto's social contract; "cleaning-up the fanatics"; killing fields of fundamentalism; how
and why to get rid of the 8th Amendment; third force vs third solution; the tragedy of General Asif
Nawaz; Establishment vs Civil Society; Discretion vs Justice; Nawaz Sharif's Lafafah legacies; and
grand delusions of Mairaj Mohammad Khan and Rao Rashid. The writing is full of sardonic
humour, wit and penetrating analysis.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=810255

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Approaches to the Studies in Socio-Cultural Muslim South Asia and the World / Moinuddin Aqeel
Lahore: Sang e-Meel Publications, 2022
280p.
Includes Index ; Bibliography
9693534085 ; 9789693534085
1. History – Muslim – South Asia.
$ 65.00 / HB
492gm.
www.marymartin.com
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Politics
War in the Making : South Asia and US-China Competition in Indo-Pacific / Ghazanfar Lateef Dar
Lahore: Ghazanfar Lateef Dar, 2021
xviii, 274p.
Includes Bibliography
9789692366304
$ 50.00 / HB
468gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=810257

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Politics of Federalism in Pakistan / Mehrunnisa Ali
2nd Revised & Enlarged Edition
Karachi: Royal Book Company, 2022
208p.
Includes Index ; Bibliography
9789694075273
$ 50.00 / HB
272gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=810258

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Religion-Islam
Spiritual Heritage of Pakistan : Sufi Poetry in Folk Idiom / Fateh Muhammad Malik
Lahore: Sang e-Meel Publications, 2022
136p.
9693534077; 9789693534078
$ 40.00 / HB
318gm.
Islamic mysticism is known as Sufism. Almost at the same time, in the thirteenth century, Muslim
mystics migrated from the heartlands of Islam to various regions of present Pakistan. They sang of
the divine love and grace and most of the people were converted to Islam under the influence of
their teachings transmitted through the subtle medium of poetry. From that time onward Sufi
concept of love remains popular in Pakistan. Even today their shrines are a favourite haunt of the
teeming millions. Sufi poetry is one of the most fascinating aspects of Pakistani folklore. The saint
poets sang of the Sufi love in not only the highly cultivated languages like Persian and Urdu but
also in the regional languages and dialects. These local variations on the theme of universal Sufi
love constitute the subject of my study.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=810259
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